
The core of Illinois GPS is its 1-on-1 mentoring aspect; matches undergraduates to a graduate mentor and creating a collective welcoming space to 
discuss social barriers, get academic and social support, and create a more cohesive department.
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A transition from 

leadership-initiated 

towards member-initiated 

priorities and activities

purple events were primarily 
leadership-initiated and organized

teal events were primarily 
member-initiated and organized

word size indicates relative number 
of attendees (largest N=45)

Agree
91%

Disagree
9%

“I felt like I had a say in 
how Illinois GPS was run.”

In Year Three feedback, 
91% of students agreed 
with the statement:

(N=122)

What is Illinois GPS? GPM: Graduate Peer 

Mentoring

Where to next?

GPS looks to the future!*

* We are actually looking at the solar eclipse.

Originally an affiliate program, GPM 
was initiated and managed by GPS 

members to match first-year graduate 
students with senior graduate 

student mentors.

GPM now stands alone as a successful 
complementary mentoring program 

with about 100 participants each year.
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Illinois Guidance for Physics Students 
(Illinois GPS) is a student-run 

mentoring program at the University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, with 

over 100 members each year. 

The program is intended to create a 
more cohesive community between 
the graduates and undergraduates 
and to act as an anchor for typically 
underrepresented students in STEM.

Event Structure

The core of GPS is its 1-on-1 mentoring, which matches 
undergraduates to a graduate mentor. Further, GPS attempts to create 
collective welcoming spaces to discuss barriers to academia, exchange 
academic and social support, and create a more cohesive department. 

Each academic year begins with a community-building retreat.

Leadership Structure

Founding Leadership

Member  Leadership

General 
Member

GPS has an open, 
network-style set of 
core leadership who 

support other 
members’ events.

Member Feedback/Interviews/Highlights

Why did you want to start a 
programming workshop?

A painting of the GPS solar eclipse trip 
by Mayisha Zeb Nakib, auctioned at 
the physics department talent show

I felt like one of the skills that was 
emphasized the least in undergrad that 
I’ve needed the most is programming.

Why did you decide to run your 
workshop through GPS?

Because I was already a member.

Agree
100%

“I felt GPS was 
a welcoming 
community.”

N=119
Year Three Feedback

Interview with graduate student Nick Sherer, who 
initiated and ran a Python coding workshop series

Why were you interested in keeping the 
journal clubs running?

I felt that the journal clubs were a perfect way to allow 
students to learn about certain topics in physics in a fun 
and informal, though very informative way. I myself have 

always had a deep interest in learning more about physics 
and the journal clubs allow me to both fulfill that niche 

within myself and share that love with a larger audience.

Did leading the journal clubs give you a 
bigger sense of ownership in GPS?

Leading the journal clubs absolutely gave me a bigger 
sense of ownership and belonging to GPS simply because 
I found myself involved and interacting with many more 

people in the physics community at the university.

Interview with undergraduate Gabe Myers, who took 
over running the undergraduate journal club

Whenever I needed 
advice or needed to 
vent, [mentor] was 

there, and she always 
had great advice.

After hearing [my mentee] describe his 
situation, he reminds me of myself at that 
stage so I think I was able to help him by 
sharing some of my concerns at his stage 

which he shared and describe how they played 
out and were ok.

Bombard everyone 
with your existence. 

Students need to 
know about y'all. 

• Core Leadership Transition: Many of 
the core leadership will graduate in 
the next year. New leadership 
emerged organically from our shared 
leadership model, but information 
and tasks are intentionally shifting.
• Explicit Mentor Training:  GPS would 

like to provide more formal and 
explicit suggestions for effective 
mentoring to members.
• Partnership with other student 

groups: A recent grant for women in 
physics has pushed student groups to 
collaborate more often. Collaboration 
tends to amplify, so more explicit 
collaboration will be done in future.

Year Three

Year Two

Year One


